We classify, up to congruence, homogeneous minimal surfaces in Euclidean spheres with flat normal connections. The parameter varieties in the space of contact invariants of E. Cartan are computed for all codimensions. 0. Introduction. In studying minimal submanifolds of Riemannian manifolds one often encounters Euler-Lagrange type differential equations. In the case of minimal surfaces in the Euclidean «-sphere S" (or minimal submanifolds in homogeneous Riemannian manifolds in general) the partial differential equations arise geometrically as structure equations which give relations among contact invariants of E. Cartan associated with the bundle of Frenet frames. The equations thus obtained are quite difficult to solve completely and one looks for partial solutions by imposing suitable restrictions upon the class of minimal submanifolds to be investigated.
0. Introduction. In studying minimal submanifolds of Riemannian manifolds one often encounters Euler-Lagrange type differential equations. In the case of minimal surfaces in the Euclidean «-sphere S" (or minimal submanifolds in homogeneous Riemannian manifolds in general) the partial differential equations arise geometrically as structure equations which give relations among contact invariants of E. Cartan associated with the bundle of Frenet frames. The equations thus obtained are quite difficult to solve completely and one looks for partial solutions by imposing suitable restrictions upon the class of minimal submanifolds to be investigated.
We now briefly describe our result. Take a minimal surface M in S2+p and assume that the induced connection on the normal bundle is flat. This allows us to simultaneously diagonalize all p second fundamental forms and quickly leads to the construction of Frenet frames on M. Further, assuming that M is homogeneous, the resulting structure equations are solved completely. This gives, up to congruence, the classification of homogeneous minimal surfaces in S2+p for all p with flat normal connections.
All maps and objects are assumed to be smooth and the following index convention will be used throughout: 1 <a,0,X, ...<2+p, 1 < z, j,k,... < 2, 3 < a, b, c, ... < 2 + p.
1. Higher order moving frames. Let/: M2 »* S2+p be a surface in the Euclidean sphere of dimension 2 + p.
S2+p with the standard metric is realized as a Riemannian homogeneous space SO(3 + p)/SO(2 + p). We write (e0, e¡, ea) to denote elements of 50(3 + p). They are orthonormal frames on S2"'"''. The projection it: SO(3 + p) -» S2+p is given bŷ Observe that (0a) = 0 on Lx. Thus (7/ = <7e0 = 61 ® e, © f?2 ® e2. Differentiating both sides of the equations ((9") = 0, and using (1.2) we obtain (1.3) w;aíj = o.
By Cartan's lemma we may set, for some functions A"k = Akj; on Lx,
Fix a first order moving frame field u: M -^ Lx. Write u*u" = Xfku*6k, for some functions (A^) on A/. Suppose u: M -* Lx is given by u = u ■ g for a smooth map g:
A/ -4 5(0(2) X O(p)). Let (X£) be functions on M so that w*<oJ = X"jku*6k. We now assume that p = 1 and derive the structure equations for minimal surfaces in 53. Using the action (1.5) we diagonalize the second fundamental tensor and define the bundle of second order moving frames over M, denoted by L2, by the following condition:
(1.6) u>\ = k6\ <4= Je2.
Minimality of M requires that k = -k. We note that if k = 0, then M is an open submanifold of a great two-sphere. From now on we exclude this case from our discussion.
Assuming that k > 0 and choosing an orientation class we identify L2 with M. So #' and 82 form a coframe field on M.
Set dk = kx0l + k262. Then exterior differentiation of (1.6) together with (1.2) imply that
ul2 is the Levi-Civita connection form.
We also have
1 -k2 is the Gaussian curvature. Hence the Gaussian curvature of a minimal surface in 53 is bounded by 1. (This is true in any codimension.) Differentiating the right-hand side of (1.7) and using (1.8), we obtain (1.9) 4k2(k2 -1) = 3(k2 + k2) -2k(kxx + k22), where dk¡ = k,j6J.
We now go back to the general case, that is, p is arbitrary.There are p second fundamental tensors, and looking at the action (1.5) finding a suitable normal form seems difficult. (See [3] .)
We assume that the second fundamental tensors are simultaneously diagonalizable. As we shall see shortly, this amounts to assuming that the normal connection is flat:
(1.10) uax=ka6\ ua2 = -ka02.
It follows that 2. The main result. The discussion from the last section implies that the totality of minimal surfaces in S2+p with the flat normal connections arise as integral surfaces of the following Pfaffian system on 50(3 + p ) with the specified independent variables 61 and 02: (2.1) E: (0" = O, «f = ka0\io2> = -ka62,a = 3,4,... ,2 + p).
We close the system and write the quadratic equations modulo the system 2kae2 a w2 -khel a uah -el a dka = o, (2.2) 2kaex a u>\ + khe2 a uah + e2 a dka = o.
The system is in normal form and a quick counting shows that it is overdetermined. We prolong the system by setting (2.3) w2 = txel + t262, to% = nahxel + nah2e2, dka = k^e1 + kp2.
We now make the assumption that M is homogeneous. This allows us to set tj, n"hJ, k" equal to some constants, since homogeneous surfaces do not admit nonconstant contact invariants [4, p. 42] . Thus (dka) = 0.
Substituting the remaining equations in (2.3) into (2.2) we have Noting that (n"hJ) are skew-symmetric in a, b, (2.5a) and (2.5b) imply that tx = t2 = 0. This gives (2.6) «j = 0.
Differentiating both sides of (2.6) we see that 1 -¿Za(ka)2 = 0. That is, M is flat. (2.4a) and (2.4b) become (2.7) "ahlkh = 0, n"h2kh = 0.
Fixing the vector (kh) e S*-1, let (/£.) denote any solution to (2.7):
(2.8) w« = l°bJ9J.
Differentiating both sides of the above equations and using the homogeneity assumption again we obtain (2-9) laJl2 = l"Jlx.
The prolonged system is on 50(3 + p ) X W* and given by the following equations: £(/<«)2 = l, ntxicb = 0, (2.10) «fe** = 0, n'An\2 = n"c2ntx and (2.11) ea = o, w? = kae\ i --, = -k»e2, w; = n'hlel + n«h2e2.
The above system is completely integrable. Let V denote the algebraic variety in Rp defined by the system of polynomial equations in (2.10). We have Theorem. The totality of nonequatorial homogeneous minimal surfaces in S2+p with the flat normal connections is parametrized by the algebraic variety V c Rp .
